
Matsunami Karate Home Practice Sheet 
Lesson : Front Kick 

The most basic kick in karate is called the front kick. It can be used as both a defense and offensive 
technique.


In Japanese it’s called mae geri (前蹴り). You may sometimes hear it referred to as mae geri keage. 
Keage simply means “snapping”. Mae (front) Geri (kick) Keage (snapping).


How To Perform 

1. Get in a good fighting stance.

2. Lift the knee quickly in front of you with your leg tucked in. The position looks like you are 

standing on a box.

3. Without dropping your knee snap your leg forward pointing the ball of your foot at your 

target. Make sure you pull those toes back.

4. Quickly snap the leg back and return to the standing on box position.

5. Gently put your foot down in front of you if moving forward or all the way back to starting 

position if doing it stationary


Tips and Common Mistakes 
- Bringing the knee up is very important. Remember we are not kicking a soccer ball.

- Speaking of the knee, make sure you raise your knee to at least belt height. Think of your knee as a 

gun sight, wherever it’s pointed is where your kick will fire.

- When snapping the kick think of your leg as if snapping a towel.

- Two things to keep in mind about the leg that is not kicking (post leg)


- It’s a common mistake for beginners to come up on their toes of the post leg foot when they kick. 
Make sure that post leg foot remains flat on the ground.


- The knee of the post leg should also have a slight bend to it. You should never lock it completely.

- Try to keep your head the same height through the kick. Pretend you are in a cave that is exactly your 

height. If you rise up when you kick you will bang your head at the same time though don’t crouch 
your shoulders down and turtle up. See the post leg tip above.


- Practice stationary kicks by placing object that is about knee heigh just in front of your front leg. Kick 
over the object and return to starting position. A chair works great


Advanced Tip 
- When snapping the kick out pivot your hips forward to generate more power. Be careful not lean 

backwards.




Weekly Practice Chart Challenge 
Are you up for the test?  

Complete the front kick challenge, show your sensei and receive 
the Front Kick Challenge Certificate!  

Week 1  
- 5 Kicks Each Leg Moving Forward                

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 2  
- 5 Kicks Each Leg Moving Forward 
- 5 Kicks Each Leg Stationary       

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 3   
- 10 Kicks Each Leg Moving Forward and Stationary                      

Start Date:_______________________ 

Week 4  
- 20 Kicks Each Leg Moving Forward and Stationary                      

Start Date:_______________________ 
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